Forming the transitive closure of a binary relation (or directed graph) is an important part of many algorithms. When the relation is represented by a bit matrix, the transitive closure can be efficiently computed in parallel in a systolic array.
l Introduction
How to compute the transitive or transitive-reflexive closure of a binary relation (directed graph) is a much studied problem. It shows up in many areas, for instance when analyzing concurrent communicating finite-state processes [7] . Algebraically, computing the transitivereflexive closure can be seen as a special case of computing the closure of a matrix over a closed semiring, [1] . This is sometimes called the algebraic path problem and can be solved in O(n 3) operations by the well-known Gauss-Jordan algorithm. Its counterpart for transitive closure is called Warshall's algorithm [10, 34] which requires O (n 3) operations when the relation is represented by a bit matrix and possibly less for sparse relations with a representation that utilizes the sparsity. Other authors have proposed more sophisticated serial algorithms which perform better for certain classes of sparse relations, [-9, 28] . Parallel algorithms have also been proposed, in O(logn) time on O(n 4) processors [13] , or O(log2n) time on n 3 processors based on a fast parallel matrix multiplication algorithm [8] .
During the last couple of years, some systolic array configurations have been proposed for computing transitive closure, transitive-reflexive closure, or the algebraic path problem. Array configurations proposed are either mesh-or hexagonally connected square arrays, possibly with wraparaound [-3, 5, 11, 12, 18, 30, 32, 33] or a linear array [-14] . These arrays, when applied to binary relations, operate on an adjacency matrix representation of the relations involved and they are based on regular algorithms, like the aforementioned Warshall's algorithm, [5, 12, 14] , the Gauss-Jordan algorithm [3, 18, 32, 33] or an algorithm that uses an ex-tended adjacency matrix [30] . The square arrays use O(n 2) processing elements to compute the transitive closure in time 0 (n) and the linear array uses O (n) processing elements in time O(n2). They all have in common, though, that the size of the array must match the size of the problem, i.e. it is not devised how to partition the computation so that arbitrarily big problems can be solved on an array of fixed size. This limitation seriously restricts the applicability of these arrays in practical situations.
Partitioning of systolic computations in general, into subcomputations that fit on fixed-size arrays, is an important problem [23, 25] . In this paper, we devise two ways to compute the transitive closure of an arbitrarily big directed graph on a systolic array of fixed size. The first solution is a simple partitioning of the array given by Kung, Lo and Lewis [12] , that allows the transitive closure to be successively computed, in several passes, on a fixed-size array. The second solution requires a systolic array that can multiply and add fixed-size bit matrices and compute the transitive closure of graphs of fixed size. We give a block-matrix algorithm that forms the transitive closure of a graph, given a partitioning of the graph into a number of fixed-size subgraphs, the transitive closure of the subgraphs and the adjacency matrices for the edges between elements in different subgraphs. This block-matrix algorithm is on par with Warshall's algorithm regarding the number of operations. The actual running time will, of course, depend on how fast the block matrix operations can be carried out. We show how they can be efficiently executed on a quadratic systolic array. The algorithm is, however, perfectly general and it gives a way to partition the transitive closure for execution on any parallel machine that is too small to process the whole relation at once.
Other fixed-size array solutions for computing the transitive closure, transitive-reflexive closure or solving the algebraic path problem have been proposed. Moreno and Lang [24] consider a method where the dependence graph for Warshall's algorithm is coalesced into a large grain graph with a fixed number of nodes, which then is mapped directly to a fixed-size linear array. While conceptually simple, such a solution requires local memory in the processing elements that grows with the size of the problem. They also propose a two-dimensional solution which is similar to our first but has a slightly lower utilization of the processing elements. Another solution based on partitioning a known architecture is given by Cheng and Fu [6] , who use the array of Guibas et al. [11] as a starting point. Their solution however requires toroidal connections which are costly to implement in VLSI. Furthermore, the local memory requirement in the processing elements grows linearly with the size of the problem. Nfifiez, Torralba and Valero, finally, propose block matrix algorithms for transitive-reflexive closure [26] and the algebraic path problem [27] . From a different starting point they arrive to a block matrix algorithm similar to ours. Indeed, a slight modification would make Theorem 1 and Algorithm 1 of [27] applicable to the computing of pure transitive closure. Their selected implementation (the "VSAP") does, however, depend critically on reflexivity and cannot be easily modified to cope with the computation of non-reflexive transitive closure.
We would finally like to point out the denotational confusion in the literature regarding closure operations on relations. Very often the term "transitive closure" is used for what really is the transitive-reflexive closure. It is, for instance, often assumed that the relation to be operated on is reflexive in the first place [12, 26] . Certain applications (for instance deciding equivalence of communicating processes, [7] ) do, however, require the "pure", possibly non-reflexive transitive closure computed by our algorithms.
Preliminaries

Binary relations and transitive closure
In this paper we will consider binary relations. I, the identity relation, is defined by aIb iff a = b. The composition RR' of two relations R, R' is given by: aRR'b iff there is a c such that aRc and cR'b. Powers R i, i_>0, of a relation R are defined as follows: R~ A well-known and simple algorithm to compute the transitive closure of a given relation R is Warshall's algorithm [34] . Below it is given in terms of bit matrix operations:
Here (or afflne) mappings are of great interest, since they tend to preserve the regularity of the given algorithm into the structure of the hardware. A multitude of literature about this synthesis technique has emerged during the last decade, see for instance [4, 5, 19, 20, 21, 22, 29, 31] .
The array of Kung, Lo and Lewis
Kung, Lo and Lewis [12] derived an efficient systolic array implementation of Warshall's algorithm. Their implementation uses n 2 cells to compute the transitive closure of a graph with n nodes in time 5 n 4. By a critical path argument this can be shown to be a time-optimal systolic implementation. We will now describe their implementation. See [12, 17] for the details.
Consider the recursion Eq.(1) defining Warshall's algorithm. For each value of i, j, k between 1 and n it defines a single-assignment producing tljk. Represent every such assignment uniquely by an index vector (i, j, k). Then, each index vector in the index set {(i, j, k)l 1 _< i, j, k_< n} represents a unique assignment. When k > 0, the assignment with index vector (i, j, k) uses data produced by the assignments represented by (i, j, k-1), (i, k, k-1) and (k, j, k-1). These dependences give rise to the following data dependence vectors:
(0,0,1),(0,j-k, 1) and (i-k, 0, l).
In order to regularize the communication pattern we rearrange the representation of assignments with index vectors, so the assignment that yields tijk instead is represented by ((i-k-1) mod n + 1, (j-k-1) mod n + 1, k). This rearrangement is a permutation of the index set such that for each tljk, its "sources" tikk_ 1 and tkjk_ 1 (see (1) ) are placed on boundaries of the index set. This facilitates the regularization of the communication. We obtain the following new data dependence vectors:
These data dependence vectors will, when i=k or j = k, give rise to so-called spiral connections that are nonlocal in a planar topology. This non-locality is undesirable in a systolic implementation. In order to remove these connections we observe the following, from Eq. (1) for i=k andj=k:
and
(It is interesting to note that these identities hold regardless of whether or not, as assumed in [12] , tkkk-1 = 1.
The removal of spiral connections is thus correct also when computing the transitive closure of non-reflexive relations.) Furthermore, for 0 < l < k, we find that
and (1 i)( )
will now give the design of Kung, Lo and Lewis. Figure 1 shows the structure of the array and the input and output patterns. Note that some control signals, directing the inputs and outputs of the operations to different lines, are omitted. This skewing in space is described by the following transformation of the space coordinates (cf. 
We now simply partition the computation by cutting the skewed array into quadratic pieces of the same size. See Fig. 3 . The action of each of these sub-arrays can be carried out by the array depicted in Fig. 4 , where the appropriate input and output lines of the cells at different times are selected by control signals.
Partitioning the computation according to the above works because the quotient graph of the partitioned ar- ray is acyclic. The corresponding data dependence graph of subcomputations, where each node is the subcomputation carried out in subarray (i, j), is isomorphic with the quotient graph. Thus, is also acyclic. It follows that this graph can be serially scheduled on a device that subsumes all the subarrays. The array shown in Fig. 4 fits this purpose.
Let us now consider the subcomputations in some detail. Assume that we partition an n x n Kung-Lo-Lewis-array into subarrays that are N x N. Give every subarray (or the corresponding subcomputation) a twodimensional index (u, v). Each processor (x', y') in the skewed Kung-Lo-Lewis-array is mapped to the subarray . ,0 t(.t (0) A closer examination of the partitioning reveals the data dependence graph, when the subcomputations are considered as atomic. Define imax according to the following:
Then each subcomputation will be uniquely indexed by a pair from the set
There will be data dependencies from (u, v) to (u + 1, v) and from (u, v) to (u, v+ 1) when both nodes belong to the set above. When N divides n-1, there will also be a diagonal dependence between the computations to the far right, from (/max+V- 
Memory requirements
Every execution of a subcomputation on the fixed-size array can be seen as a single instruction being carried out on a serial device. Thus, scheduling techniques for serial computers can be applied to the dependence graph for the subcomputations. The analysis of the memory requirements for different schedules can also be carried out by standard methods for serial computations. In particular, we will play a graph pebbling game [15, 16] to analyze the memory requirements of the partitioned transitive closure algorithm.
Graph pebbling can be used to model storage allocation, when every edge in the data dependence graph re- presents data of the same size. Then we can assume that a pebble represents a storage location of that size. In our particular graph pebbling game, we put pebbles on edges of the dependence graph. A pebble being put on an edge means, that the datum of the edge is stored in the memory location of the pebble. When all the input and output edges of a node are pebbled, then all its inputs are available, there is place for its results and it can then "fire", i.e. the corresponding computation is carried out. Cf. Fig. 7 . Then the pebbles on the input edges can be removed and placed on other edges in the graph. The maximum number of pebbles ever needed gives the memory requirements. We now apply the pebbling technique to the data dependence graph of the partitioned algorithm. Then we obtain the result below: graph, as shown in Fig. 8 . Nodes of the first type introduce one pebble; after their firing, one more pebble is needed than before. (Here we disregard the temporary need for pebbling both the inputs and outputs of the node to be executed: since only one node fires at a time and since the out-degree of the nodes is bounded, this gives only a constant overhead. Furthermore, we consider the input of the original bit matrix and the output of the transitive closure matrix to take place directly to the "outside world": thus, no pebbles are needed for these.) Execution of nodes of type two conserves the number of pebbles. When a node of the third type fires, finally, a pebble is released.
We first prove that at most O(n/N) pebbles are ever needed. Since there are /max nodes of type one, at most /max pebbles are ever introduced. /max is either This is bound to degrade performance. If we know someting about the average size of the problems to be processed, then, with the aid of Theorem 1, the memory of the device can be dimensioned so that excessive swapping does not occur in most cases.
Scheduling the dependence graph
The execution time is not significantly affected by the scheduling of the dependence graph for the partitioned problem. The only thing that may differ is the amount of pipelining (overlap) between different subcomputations. If each subcomputation takes a long time compared with the "startup" and "shutdown" time, then the savings from overlap are small compared with the total execution time. According to Theorem 1 the memory requirements are not significantly affected either. Therefore, the schedule could be freely chosen as to maximize the regularity of the execution pattern. One schedule is of immediate interest, namely in row-major order. See Fig. 9 . Other schedules are of course also possible and may have similar properties.
This schedule allows for a simple rolling scheme for storing and retrieving intermediate results. The scheme can also be extended in a simple way to incorporate swapping to a host computer or an external mass storage device.
A block-matrix oriented algorithm
We will now demonstrate a block-matrix oriented algorithm for computing the transitive closure of a binary (2) The four block matrices E, F, G,/-/may now be computed according to the following operations:
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Let us now assume that we want to compute the transitive closure of an n k x n k-matrix, where k >0, on a device that can operate on n x n-matrices efficiently.
(If the dimensions of the matrix is not an exact multiple of n, then it can be padded with zeroes to the next higher multiple.) We thus want to divide the computation into a sequence of operations on n x n-matrices. This can be done, if re(R) is partitioned so that D is an n x n-matrix and A is an n(k-1)x n(k-1)-matrix. Then T1 =D + can 139 be computed directly by our n x n-device. In order to compute E, we compute A+T2C which is n(k-1)x n(k-1) and then apply our block-matrix algorithm for transitive closure recursively to this matrix. The blockmatrix algorithm is then repeatedly applied to smaller matrices until an n x n-matrix remains: the transitive closure for this matrix can be computed directly by our device, and then the transitive closure matrices of larger dimensions are successively assembled. We can describe the block-matrix algorithm as a recursive function n(k-1) xn and nx n(k-1). All these operations can easily be broken down into operations on n • n-matrices. Thus, given a device that can operate on n x n-matrices efficiently, the algorithm gives a scheme for computing the transitive closure of relations of arbitrary size in a number of passes on the device. The device can for instance be a systolic array that can act both as the Kung-Lo-Lewis array and perform matrix multiplication and addition, or it can be any parallel machine whose size is appropriate for performing these operations efficiently on n x n-matrices.
BMTC(k, M)
We now describe the block matrix algorithm in terms of single-assignments. In order to do this we set where Ai is nix ni, B i is nix n, Ci is n x ni and D i is n x n. See Fig. 11 . The single-assignment formulation will look as follows. The algorithm consists of a downsweep on successively smaller matrices, corresponding to the operations before the recursive call of BMTC, and an upsweep on successively larger ones, corresponding to the operation after the recursive call.
Block-matrix algorithm
T3~' (T~+I)C~ (4) Tai, Ai + T2 i Ci (5) T4i holds Ai+BiD* Ci, so it provides the inputs Ai_l, Bi-1, C~-1 and Di_ 1 to step i--1. See Figs. 11 and 12.
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Correspondingly, for the upsweep:
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Summing over i, we obtain the total operation count
If Tli+I and Ei+I are saved and reused, then n(k-1) +nk(k-1)/2 operations can be saved in exchange for some additional temporary storage requirements. It is interesting to compare the operation count for the blockmatrix algorithm with Warshall's original algorithm applied to the full n k x n k-matrix: Warshall's algorithm then needs 2(nk) 3 operations. Thus, they have the same asymptotic complexity.
Performance analysis
We will now analyze the block-matrix oriented algorithm with respect to the number of operations. Assume that the logical operations AND, OR on bits have equal cost, which we can set to 1. Then, the costs for the matrix operations in step i of the downsweep are: the matrices T4i and T1j, Tzj, T3j, i<j<k have to be stored. Similarly, E~ and TIj, T2j, T3j, i<j<k must be stored between the steps (i-1).u and i.u. Therefore exactly (nk) 2 bits of storage are needed between any two steps. This is the same as for the partitioned systolic Kung-Lo-Lewis' algorithm. Since the ordering given by the data dependencies is total, there is no way to rearrange the computations in order to lower the memory requirements.
Memory requirements
A simple way of storing the temporary and final results is to let them overwrite the corresponding parts of the original bit matrix, as indicated in Fig. 14. The analysis above shows that no crucial data will be overwritten. An out-of-core storage scheme can also be based on this; as long as the current submatrix of interest cannot be kept in primary memory, simply write the temporary results TI~, T2~ and T3i to secondary storage as soon as they are created and keep them there until they are needed. Together with a smart memory handling scheme for the matrix operation X+ YZ, where X is a large square matrix and Y and Z are 'tin' matrices, swapping will be substantially reduced. This can be of use also when computing the transitive closure of large relations on a conventional, serial computer.
Systolic implementation
Let us now consider in mere detail how to implement the block-matrix oriented algorithm in a systolic fashion. Since we already know how to compute the transitive closure of a n x n-matrix on a systolic array of matching size, the implementation issue amounts to how to multiply dense matrices of varying dimensions most efficiently on a systolic array. This was investigated, using formal methods, in [19, Ch. 11.2] . Here we will use the resulting systolic algorithms. Consider first step i in the downsweep. (3) and (4) are best computed blockwise according to Fig. 15, with Tli+I sitting fixed in the systolic array, one element per cell. Note that the computation of the different blocks can be pipelined. The product T2i C~ in (5) is also computed blockwise. If each block of T2i is fixed in the systolic array during the computation of the corresponding "block-row" of the product, then the block multiplications for that row can be pipelined exactly as when computing (4) .
With some extra logic the sums involved can be computed "on the fly". By setting the proper inputs to "1" at the proper times, Tli+I can be formed while TI~ is loaded into the array. Similarly, an extra row of ORgates can successively add Ai to T2, Ci, block per block, while the blocks of this product are shifted out of the array.
The matrix multiplications (6), (7) and (8) during the upsweep can be performed in a similar fashion, but here it is advantageous to perform the matrix multiplication in a way where the operands flow through the array and the result is accumulated in place. See Fig. 16 . The matrix sums can be computed similarly to the ones in the upsweep.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated two different methods to compute the transitive closure of a binary relation of arbitrary size on a systolic array of fixed size. The first method is based on a partitioning of the systolic array for computing transitive closure by Kung, Lo and Lewis, and it will implement the same version of Warshall's algorithm as their array. The second method is based on a decomposition into blocks of the bit matrix of the relation. The resulting algorithm consists of a series of steps, where the transitive closure is formed for fixed-size block matrices and block matrices are multiplied with each other.
The two algorithms essentially have the same performance; for a problem of size n they both require O(n 2) memory and they use O(n 3) operations. The difference lies in simplicity and applicability: while the algorithm based on the Kung-Lo-Lewis-array is somewhat simpler to implement systolically, since the array only will have to perform one type of systolic computation, the blockoriented algorithm can easily be adapted for execution on any kind of parallel hardware that can perform operations on fixed-size bit matrices efficiently. Furthermore, the need in a systolic implementation of the block-oriented algorithm to perform both matrix multiplication and compute transitive closure in the same array does not pose any serious problems, since the cells in both cases will perform the same kind of accumulating operation -only the operand flow will differ. Thus, a simple capability to reconfigure the array is all that is needed, together with some additional gates for adding matrices on the fly during loading or unloading. It should be pointed out that the algorithms here also, with a different interpretation of the function symbols, will compute the shortest-path problems for directed graphs with non-negative weights on the edges.
The ability to partition a systolic computation, so that it can be carried out on a given array, is crucial if systolic computing is ever to have any practical significance other than for a very limited range of applications. Therefore, the investigation made here is of importance if systolic computation of transitive closure is to be implemented in practice. Another issue that has to be dealt with in practice is memory handling; when problems become large enough they will not fit into a limited memory and thus data has to be swapped in some fashion.
Here we hint at some ways of doing this for the given systolic algorithms. An out-of-core memory handling strategy, that will reduce swapping, can be formulated for the block-matrix oriented algorithm. Memory size problems also arise on conventional computers: therefore, this algorithm may be of interest to implement also on serial machines.
A special-purpose device for computing transitive closure (or shortest paths) can be based on the algorithms given here. This device would consist of a systolic array, sufficient memory, arranged in banks, to host most problems that are anticipated, some logic for interfacing the memory banks and the array, and a standard communications interface so that the device easily can be hooked up to a host computer. Also needed is a protocol format for transferring bit matrices, or blocks thereof, over the connection and some logic to handle the swapping when a matrix is too large to be stored at once locally.
It should be noted, though, that such a device will not perform well for sparse relations. The algorithms given here are have a data-independent structure: thus, they cannot utilize sparsity to reduce the amount of work done. The O(n 3) operation count for the algorithms here will asymptotically give O(n 3) time (albeit with a small constant), when problems become large and must be processed in several steps on the systolic array. There are serial algorithms, however, that will compute the transitive closure of a relation (V, E) in time o(I vI IEI +lgl 2) [-9, 28] . If IN] < 0(1 gl2), then such an algorithm will perform asymptotically better than the fixed-size systolic algorithms. It is actually highly unlikely that any systolic algorithm will ever be devised that can utilize sparsity, since such algorithms typically depend on a careful analysis of data dependencies in advance; for sparse relations these dependencies are not known in advance and prescheduling cannot be used to obtain a systolic, purely synchronous and data-driven execution pattern with minimal run-time control.
For relations that are naturally represented and operated upon in matrix form, however, the systolic algorithms given here provide a fast, practical way for computing transitive closure and shortest paths.
